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Welcome Message

Vision
Communities where every person lives with 
dignity and enjoys a full life.

Mission
Supporting people to live as full citizens.

Values
• Resect
• Community
• Integrity
• Accountability

VISION:      COMMUNITIES    EVERYONE     DIGNITY          FULL LIFE         ENJOY

VALUES:              RESPECT          COMMUNITY          INTEGRITY     ACCOUNTABILITY

MISSION:             SUPPORT         PEOPLE             FULL              LIFE            CITIZENS



A Year of Hills and Valleys.........
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Janice Barr
Cheif Executive 

Dawn Palmer
Board Chair

As we  on the past year, it can only be characterized as a year of hills and 
valleys.  In the beginning months of the year, the Community Living Society (CLS) 
embarked on many exciting initiatives and projects aimed at improving the lives and 
advancing full citizenship of the people we support.  Unfortunately, the emergence 
of an unexpected worldwide pandemic in the winter/spring of 2020 interrupted some 
of these projects and plans, as we refocused our resources to manage this crisis.  

In the spring of 2019, CLS and the Community Living Housing Society (CLHS) celebrated the grand opening of 43 
Hastings Street.  Although, this celebration marked the completion of one project, CLS’s commitment to expand the 
array of  and accessible housing options for people we support, has only just begun.  During the year, CLS 
fostered new partnerships with housings providers to create  housing options.  New partnerships with the 
New Chelsea Society and the Cooperative Housing Federation of BC allowed 4 people during the year (and 3 people 
next year), to move into their own apartments with support provided by CLS.  

We also saw advancements in other areas of CLS during this year.  Our Employment Services  were very busy this 
year as they welcomed a number of new people into this service.  In the spring CLS was chosen to develop and deliver a 
new service option called L.I.F.E. Based Services.  Although, currently in a pilot phase, this option allows for services to 
be more ‘what you need when you need it’, with a focus on full, well rounded and self-directed lives.

These positive advancements were also complemented by two events that supported the creative ambitions and 
talents of the people we support.  In the spring and summer months, the artist supported by CLS, curated an art show 
at the Anvil Centre in New Westminster Community Centre. THREE VISION: Walking in New West was a wonderful 
opportunity to showcase the creative talents of so many of the people we support.   Finally, the Romance, Relationships 
and Rights theater troupe delivered their  performance at the Inclusion BC Conference in Victoria in May.  CLS has 
once again partnered with the Canadian Institute for Inclusion and Citizenship to apply for another grant to continue 
this creative work, and we hope to announce a new production in the coming year. 

Although the year began with many exciting developments and initiatives, it unfortunately ended with the arrival of 
COVID 19.  This turn of events required all the resources and focus of the Society in the latter months of the  year.  
In response, CLS developed a comprehensive COVID 19 Exposure Control Plan.  As the situation shifted (sometimes 
daily), CLS redeployed  shifted services, and developed protocols and procedures to keep everyone as safe as 
possible. We continued to actively monitor provincial and federal health updates and our response mirrored the 
directions of the authorities regarding the pandemic.  As the situation unfolded, we endeavored to approach the crisis 
in a thoughtful and measured manner.  We understood the need to balance the safety of the people we serve and  
with our continued responsibility to maintain essential services.   As the pandemic continues, our response will change 
and adapt as required but, our approach will remain the same.  

“Hope
Smiles from the threshold of the year to come, 

Whispering 'it will be happier'...” 
Alfred Lord Tennyson

Although we celebrated successes and experienced unprecedented challenges this year, what has remained consistent 
is the dedication of the Board of Directors, the CLS management team and the CLS  throughout the organization.  
We are grateful for this unwavering commitment, even during  times.  

Lastly, in July 2019, CLS said farewell to Ross Chilton, our CEO.  Although we wish Ross all the best in his new endeavors, 
we want to express our heartfelt thanks for his hard work and dedication to CLS over the last 12 years.  In January 2020, 
I joined CLS as the new CEO.  It was pleasure and honor to join an organization with deep roots and commitment to 
Community Living.  I look forward to the opportunity to contribute to CLS in the coming years. 

CLS             YEAR           GOOD       AND           BAD

YEAR  START        BEGIN         PROJECTS          GOALS           IDEAS

VIRUS(COVID)     WORLDWIDE    CHANGE           PLANS             WORK

VIRUS(COVID)   CHANGED  SUPPORT     STAFF     HOMES      WORK    COMMUNITY

MAKE CHOICES      SAFE              SMART         SUPPORTIVE

NEW HOMES     PARTNERS    THEATRE             ART                 SUPPORT      GRANTS

CLS                STAFF          WORK HARD           COMMITTED TO CARE 

CLS

ROSS       OLD LEADER      CHANGE       JANICE         NEW LEADER      OPTIMISTIC



  

  

2019/20 Board of Directors

Directors

Arlene Schouten Darius MazeBriano Barillar0

Reba Noel Susan Regan Vikas Patel

Executive

Dawn Palmer
Chair

Brian Salisbury
Vice Chair

Wesley Ma
Secretary-Treasurer

Directors Who Stepped Down Mid -Year

Brigitte Perrier
Tom Wong

Susan Powell
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Penny Dale



Leadership Team

Senior Leadership

Janice Barr
Chief Executive 

Gillian Rhodes
Chief Operating 

Huy Nguyen
Chief Financial 

Roxanne Wiseman 
Director of Quality & Innovation

Brenda Henderson
Director of Residential Community Inclusion

Directors and Managers

Marcela Herrera
Director of Residential Community Inclusion

Elke Tilgner
Director of Community Inclusion

Max Sumner
Director of Community Inclusion

Alan James
Property & Fleet Manager

Judy Wilson
Manager of Human Resources

Aaron McQueen
Controller

Vicky Pascoe
Manager of Adminisration
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Remembering Those We Lost This Past Year 
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Kum Poy (Jack) Gee

Darren Muir

Nancy Clarke

Jerry Laidlaw

Harvey Blondeau

Gregory Winlaw

Leslie Barber



What I Like Best About CLS
" I appreciate the guidance and support I get. I am very happy and appreciate the help I receive"

"They respect and protect me"

"I appreciate the fantastic care and quality of life my son has"

         Who We Support

Total Individuals Supported   440   8%

      Services      
   
       

 Homes       122 
 

 Supported Living       23 
 

 Home Share       57  

 Community Inclusion      192  

 L.I.F.E Pilot        7

 Employment       111   
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SUPPORT       PEOPLE            400                                                    +40          35 NEW

STAFFED HOMES

SUPPORTED LIVING

HOMESHARE

COMMUNITY 
INCLUSION

L.I.F.E. PROGRAM

EMPLOYMENT



Our Strategic Plan
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     Operational Plan Highlights

Advance Full Citizenship

70% 
complete

Promote Organizational 
Responsiveness

69%
complete

Build Communities That 
Include Everyone

79%
complete
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• Created a new Supported Persons Advisory Group with CLS Board 
and management representation as well as a number of self 
advocates. This group will meet regularly to address issues and 
concerns that self advocates are facing in the sector and which 
will help to inform CLS Management and Board in their path and 
decisions.

• Contracted an external consultant to provide research and 
direction into further opportunities and partnering to expand 
assistive technology and virtual technology usage options across 
CLS.

• Expanded the CLS Employment program to include additional 
specialised job coaching and skills development 

• Launched and completed the ‘Future of Homes’ consultation 
and review process, including extensive input from focus groups 
with families, self advocates, employees and other external 
stakeholders. This resulted in the development of a ten year 
housing strategy presented to the CLS Board.

• Completed the E-Learning platform design and rollout across 
CLS. Content development and implementation of numerous 
online courses and requirements now in place.

• Piloted and implemeted a new ‘Roving Relief’ process to 
enhance CLS  options and decrease  pressures.

• Successfull implementation of an online orientation and annual 
review process completed and rolled out to entire organization.

• Delivered four very successful participatory theatre production 
performances of “Romance, Relationships and Rights” involving 
many CLS supported individuals, previewed in May 2019, at 
the Anvil Theatre in New Westminster and as a  to the 
Inclusion BC conference in Victoria. Community response to this 
collaboration has been tremendous and further partnership 
opportunities with the Canadian Institute for Inclusion and 
Citizenship and the City of New Westminster Theatres are in 
progress.

• Moved residents into the 43 Hastings development with the 
Grand Opening celebrated in October with dignitaries, media, 
families and friends alike attending.

• Continued successful partnerships with  housing 
associations include New Chelsea Society where an increasing 
number of suites have been made available for people receiving 
CLS supports. CLS continues to collaborate with our partners at 
the Cooperative Housing Federation of BC (CHFBC) where soon 
four individuals are to move into the Fraserside Cooperative (a 
brand new development ) as a pilot.

NEW GROUP                        INDIVIDUALS, WORKERS AND BOARD

NEW CONSULTANT             NEW TECH IN HOMES+COMMUNITY

NEW SUPPORTS            BETTER EMPLOYMENT

PLAN FUTURE HOMES   WITH   PERSON+NETWORK+COMMUNITY

STAFF          LEARNING+REVIEWS            ONLINE NOW

NEW STAFF          SUPPORT MANY PLACES            EASIER

INCLUSION THEATRE   ROMANCE+RELATIONSHIPS+RIGHTS  4 SHOWS

3 PEOPLE MOVED     43 HASTINGS  CELEBRATION IMPORTANT PEOPLE

NEW PARTNERS                NEW HOUSES IN FUTURE          MORE PEOPLE

FULL CITIZENSHIP

70%

70%

+ +

COMPANY FLEXIBILITY

80%

COMMUNITY INCLUSION



Awards Gala

Woodlands Parents’ Group Award

Community Integration and Inclusion Award

TEAM Award

Person Centred Active Support Award
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Congratulations to this year’s recipient of the Woodlands Parents' Group Award Anna . Anna has been working for the 
CLS since August 2017. Over this past year, Anna has taken on a new position as Team Lead of the North Shore Day Supports, as 
well as continuing to team lead in Burnaby. This has meant many long days and  to ensure that others are supported in ways 
that are meaningful for them. Anna ensures even the quietest voice is heard and people make decisions for themselves, even 
when others consider this too 

The winner of this year’s award was Princina Rapanos.  Princina joined the CLS in July 2015 as an Individualized Supports 
Counsellor. She has supported a number of  folk through the years in this role, through many  situations. She 
is known for her calm, understanding and very patient demeanour and her extraordinary ability to encourage and motivate the 
people she supports to try new activities and achieve success for themselves. This extends to helping them overcome social 
challenges, support new employment, learn to read,  take up volunteer opportunities, go out into new places and try new sports 
and link in with new communities and start to develop local relationships. She is always looking for that further extension and 
challenge for them, with the ultimate focus on increasing their independence and quality of life.

The TEAM Award this year went to the team at L.I.F.E.  (Elysia Bernard; Noel Blanco; Niloufar Bakhtiari Nezhad; Mostafa Al 
Hamdan; Ashley Sinclair; Emma Lee)

This team has only been together for the past year; they came together under the leadership of Elysia Bernard, to pilot a new 
model of support being reviewed in the sector. Moving into a non-traditional model of support with all the ambiguity that goes 
along with this, would be challenging for most teams. This group of employees however, pulled together, to not only ensure 
stability and continuity for the individuals on the pilot (whose support needs vary greatly), but surpassed that, to support some 
very successful outcomes for each person. People getting their  jobs, moving into independent living arrangements, working 
to achieve Class 7 driver’s licences and all of them focussing on achieving a heightened independence. This has been achieved by 
working as a team, focussing on dreams and goals using the L.I.F.E. based services intentions. The able, kind, focused and pur-
poseful mindset of ALL the team members has facilitated the growth of All the people involved in this pilot.

This year there was a tie for this award. Congratulations to the two winners who will share this year’s award  

Noel Blanco – Noel has worked with the CLS for over 13 years now across multiple areas including residentially, day supports, 
PotteryWorks, Individualized Supports and latterly in his new role as part of the L.I.F.E. team. Noel is recognised and appreciated 
for his very positive encouragement and focussed approach which has  increased the ability of all the people he has 
supported to communicate and interact more  with others in their community, and develop  and heighten 
independence and choice making.

Eva Yu – Eva joined the CLS back in September 2017 and has worked in Individualized Supports including at Studio 73, throughout 
this time. Eva was also nominated for the Woodlands Parents Group Award this year and is recognized and celebrated by her 
peers and the people she supports, for her kind, warm, patient, supportive, and respectful manner. Eva provides just enough 
support to enable success. She will do whatever she can to make sure people learn the skills they need and have the opportunity 
to participate in community activities such as the CLS Sun Run and the CLS picnic and other community events, taking them even 
when she is not working. Eva embraces her support role with enthusiasm - it is clear that her positive attitude and  of 
choice and self determination has positively impacted many people.

COMMUNITY INCLUSION AWARD - PRINCINA RAPANOS 

WOODLAND PARENTS AWARD - ANNA AVEFJALL 

TEAM AWARD - L.I.F.E.

ACTIVE SUPPORT AWARD - NOEL BLANCO + EVA YU



Projects and Initiatives
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Projects and Initiatives

Housing Central Conference (BCNPHA)

In the fall, CLS  attended the Housing Central Conference (BCNPHA) in Vancouver which had a heavy 
theme this year highlighting Social Inclusion. A number of sessions mentioned CLS positively,  43 
Hastings and the integrated community connections and approach; as well as our partnerships with non-

 housing providers. As part of this, CLS recorded and produced a video with our partners from New 
Chelsea Society, Cooperative Housing Federation of BC, CLBC and BC  Housing association together 
with CLS Chief Operating  (Gillian Rhodes) and two of our CLS supported folks (Ashna and Larissa). The 
purpose of the video was to showcase the successes of these partnerships and the importance that having 
a home has for the individuals that we support and in general. As well, to promote the consideration of our 
demographic, for consideration in new and existing developments. The video was shown at the conference 
plenary session on the opening day to over 1600 delegates from the  housing sector, introduced 
by Ross Chilton in his role as CEO of CLBC. It was very well received and Ashna and Larissa were there to view 
it and received a round of applause. The video is now on our CLS website and Facebook page as well as on 
those of our partners.

https://vimeo.com/374530355

“Thanks for sharing your amazing video!  I was very pleased with how it turned out, and likewise very pleased 
with the delegates’ positive reaction.  I was subsequently approached by many folks from other  
housing societies to talk more about our new partnership, and to express appreciation at how we’re paving 
the way for the evolution of a whole new opportunity and commitment for other  housing societies 
like ours to make this kind of inclusiveness a priority in their tenant placement program.  Please let me know 
how else we at New Chelsea Society can help promote this new program and support its success.” 
 
 Pat Buchannon, CEO New Chelsea Society

CLS          MADE VIDEO       FUTURE HOUSES  + NEW PARTNERS

HOUSING CONFERENCE         INCLUSION                CLS POSITIVE

HOUSING CONFERENCE         APPLAUD             ASHNA + LARISSA
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Projects and Initiatives

Partnerships 

This past year saw the fruition of many months of discussion 
and relationship building with a number of housing partners 
which has culminated in a number of formalised housing 
opportunities being opened up for CLS supported individuals 
who want Independent Living options.  The partnership with 
New Chelsea Society has continued to develop and grow, with 
an increase in the number of suites in their buildings being 
occupied by people receiving CLS supports. This relationship 
continues to thrive and we hope that more options will 
become available over the coming months. 

CLS continue to collaborate with our partners at the 
Cooperative Housing Federation of BC (CHFBC) where four individuals are shortly to move into the Fraserside 
Cooperative (a brand new development) as a pilot. CHFBC remains committed to encouraging Co-ops across 
the province to include individuals with developmental disabilities in existing and new Co-ops and CLS are 
very excited about the opportunity to expand this further.

Inclusion BC Conference – Romance, Relationships and Rights 
Performance

The theatre troupe assembled by CLS and the Canadian Institute for Inclusion and Citizenship (formally UBC 
Centre for Inclusion and Citizenship) partnered with the City of New Westminster, completed their three 
performances of Romance, Relationships and Rights at the Anvil Theatre in New Westminster in May 2019 to 
tremendous acknowledgement and reviews. The troupe then took this performance ‘on the road’ to perform 
in front of over 1000 self-advocates, families, network members and others at the Inclusion BC conference in 
Victoria later that month. It was an emotional time for all as it was the wrap up to the conference and based 
on the feedback, particularly powerful for the self-advocates who attended. The troupe,  including cast, 
crew, support team and families, then went on to have a spectacular celebratory wrap up ‘rooftop party’ 
hosted at one of the cast members’ apartment building, and are looking forward to future opportunities to 
work together again. CLS is continuing to work with the project participants to build on this success, develop 
and secure grants and funding, and are actively planning the next stages. 

INCLUSION BC CONFERENCE            THEATRE            POSITIVE            PARTY

CLS                 PARTNER          NEW CHELSEA
                                                            SOCIETY

MANY NEW HOMES

CLS                 PARTNER                 CHFBC            4 NEW HOUSES         NEXT YEAR
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Rotary Employer Awards

In January 2020,  CLS’s Employment and Skill Development teams 
hosted a Leaders Recognition Luncheon in partnership with the 
Rotary Club of Coquitlam, at the Vancouver Golf Club. This event 
highlighted ‘Inclusive Employer Innovation’ and was very well 
attended by many dignitaries including MLA & Minister Selina 
Robinson, Rotary District (5050) Governor Brad Whittaker. CLBC 
representation, many other Rotarians,  as well as 15 employers with 
26 employer representatives. Eleven of the people supported within 
CLS’s Employment and Skill Development programs were key in the 
organization and hosting of this event, and in engaging attendees 

with inspiring and thoughtful discussion about inclusive employment. Aaron Pietras (self advocate), Danielle 
Morneau (The Pie Hole), Davina Burnet (A&W) were featured speakers. 

       Projects and Initiatives

L.I.F.E Based Services Pilot
Learning. Inclusion. Friendships. Employment.

In Spring 2019, CLS was one of several service providers chosen by CLBC to pilot a new 
LIFE based services model. The design of supports being more ‘what you need when 
you need it’, with a focus on full, well rounded and self-directed lives. CLS currently 
has six people participating in the pilot who courageously agreed to try it out. Three of 
these people had not worked before yet two are now working part-time and one has 
a full-time job with a local business and was called back to work during the COVID -19 
shut down. 

Two of the participants are studying for their class 7 driving license and another 
is studying English as a second language. Friendships have naturally formed as 
connections occur, such as people being invited to get rides to work from co-workers 
or joining them for online gaming.  This pilot has so far 
seen great success in helping the people participating 
take greater control and direction of their lives. 

NEW SUPPORT              LEARNING           INCLUSION           FRIENDSHIP       EMPLOYMENT

6 PEOPLE       WORKING        2 DRIVING         FRIENDS       INDEPENDENT

11 PEOPLE             ROTARY   LUNCH     PARTY            SPEAKERS



THREE VISIONS: Walking in New West
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The show THREE VISIONS was scheduled from April 5 to May 31, 2019, at the 
Anvil Centre Community Gallery in New Westminster, and was extended until 
August 6th. The opening reception was held on the evening of April 11th and 
was well attended and an exciting evening for the artists, guests and CLS 

The genesis of the show was the move by PotteryWorks to their new location 
in New Westminster. Three artists, James Lash, Sheri Lynn Seitz and Dan 
Tell, participated in the photo club outings in the city and took dozens of 
photographs over a two year period.

As painters in the Colour Collective, Dan and James were taking photographs 
to use as reference photos for their painting classes. Sheri Lynn Seitz has 
been an active participant in PotteryWorks Snap Photo Club for many years 
and previously had her photo chosen by the City of New Westminster for its 
banner project on 6th Street.

The subtext of the show was community and the view of it by the three 
artists, three  visions of the same community. All three artists took 
their own photographs and the two painters chose which photos to use for 
paintings, while Sheri Lynn used her choices for Giclee’ prints. The result 
was a rich variety of images of the city, ranging from beauty in the detail of 
everyday objects expressed in Sheri Lynn’s photos, the working city seen 
in James Lash’s paintings of trains, bridges and rain washed streets, to Dan 
Tells paintings of the neighbourhoods, parks and character homes of New 
Westminster.

At the opening reception, the three artists and the  of PotteryWorks, 
welcomed an enthusiastic group of families, CLS supporters, members of 
New Westminster Council and arts groups. That evening, six large paintings 
were sold but more importantly the artists of PotteryWorks were introduced 
to their community and their vision of that community was applauded by 
everyone.

Artist - Dan Tell
Opening night speach

Artist - James Lash
Enjoying the opening 
night festivities

Artist - Sheri Lynn Seitz (middle 
in pink) at opening night with 
her family 

 POTTERY               NEW LOCATION                   ART SHOW                 5 MONTHS

ART SHOW                     2 PAINTERS               1 PHOTOGRAPHER             3 VISIONS

ART              PARTY                           6 PAINTINGS                                      SOLD

ARTISTS                                     INCLUDED IN                        ART COMMUNITY



1801
 applications received

196
new employees hired

 618
interviews conducted

+23% -9% +39%

Recruitment and Training
While  strong candidates was a challenge this year there was a substantial increase in applications 
and successful hires.  Interviews conducted were on track to increase year over year, however as a result of 
COVID-19 recruitment did not take place in March. 
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Total Training Sessions Completed
CLBC Privacy and 
Respect in the Workplace    484
Health and Safety      477
COVID-19        446
Way of Thinking      351
New Hire Orientations     121
Active Support      97

Mental Health First Aid     21
Leadership I       19
Leadership II       9

Student Practicum Placements   21

Training continues to be a strong focus.  Establishing on-line core training through ShareVision has resulted 
in a more  and  delivery method.  Leadership II was introduced this year for Managers.  This 
training is intended to support Managers as they continue to develop their leadership skills.

“I feel that CLS has made lots of 
improvements on how they train 
leadership. I feel that CLS is making 
an investment in me.”

“I just received invitation for 
the Gala Recognition Night 
celebration…I am proud to be 
part of this great organization.”

“I love my job, love that the values 
on paper match those in practice 
within this organization.”

“incredibly approachable direct 
reports from all levels, I am 
continually impressed by this 
within CLS.”

“it’s a blessing to be given the 

in the workplace, especially for 
the supported individuals. I enjoy 

have great support from my team 
members, the individuals’ family 
network, CLS management and my 
family.”

PRIVACY + CONFIDENTIALITY 

MENTAL FIRST AID

LEADERSHIP I

LEADERSHIP II

COVID-19

RESPECT IN THE WORKPLACE

HEALTH & SAFETY

WAY OF THINKING

ACTIVE SUPPORT

NEW HIRE ORIENTATION

STUDENT PLACEMENTS

+ - +
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 Financial Report

Wesley Ma
Secretary-Treasurer

Huy Nguyen
Chief Financial 

For the  year ended March 31, 2020:
• Total operational revenues have increased from $29,464,883 to $31,389,402, an increase of 6.5% over 

the prior year.  This growth is attributed primarily to additional contracts from Community Living 
British Columbia (CLBC) and the Fraser Health Authority (FHA) for the support of new individuals.

• Total expenditures have increased from $29,144,332 to $30,952,068, an increase of 6.2% over the prior 
year.  This increase is due to corresponding expenses for additional contracts and increased costs for 
employee wages and 

• Total operational revenues exceeded total operational expenditures for the year resulting in a surplus 
of $427,914 or 1.36% of total operational revenue. Due to a challenging labour market, CLS experienced 
recruitment and retention issues that resulted in lower than anticipated wage and  costs for 
the  year. 

• During the year, changes in capital assets are as follows:
• Two vehicles were replaced

CLS continues to pursue operational  and systems improvements for ongoing cost savings and 
to direct as much of our funding as possible to support individuals. 

MONEY IN UP 6.5%
$31 MILLION

2 CARS REPLACED CONTINUE IMPROVE EFFICIENCY

MONEY OUT UP 6.1%
$30 MILLION

LEFTOVER $500K









Funders, Donors and Sponsors

Robert and Kathleen Bromley, James Harris, Harvey Hunt, Elaine Asserlind, 
Ann Crocker, Rajan Bains, Sylvia Kranjc, Barry and Norma Wong, Glen and 
Lynda Miller, Wayne and Cathy Liddle, Susan Comeau, Allister Blondeau, 
Terry Greenaway, Phyllis Kingston, Fred & Elaine Blondeau, Sunita Prasad

We would like to thank all of the individuals and organizations who contributed to 
and supported the CLS this past year.

Canadian Institute for 
Inclusion and Citizenship


